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Tracklist Hide Credits
A1 I'm Your Brother (Club Version)

7:16

A2 I'm Your Brother (Edit)

4:59

B

I'm Your Brother (Chicago's Twisted Mix)
7:07
Remix, Producer [Additional] – Chez Damier, Ron Trent

Companies, etc.
Mastered At – The Hit Factory

Credits
Mastered By – Herb "Pump" Powers*
Vocals [Uncredited] – Andy Caine

Notes
Copies in dark brown translucent vinyl, when held against strong light, exist.
"I'm Your Brother" is loosely based on Isley Jasper Isley's "Caravan Of Love".

Barcode and Other Identifiers
Matrix / Runout (Side A): MSR-02-A HERbIE Jr :<)
Matrix / Runout (Side B): MSR-02-B HERbIE Jr :<)
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Comments about I'm Your Brother - Round One
Pryl
This is a timeless piece of soulful house that you should have. Thanks to a friend that owns
Handsome zacks. I now have a gem that i've looked for and wanted in my collection. There's a
personal story behind this record for me. By no means should you overlook this one. Thanks Matt (
Handsome zacks/ Discogs)
Fearlesshunter
What person paid 78 dollars for this record? Please tell me what you were thinking that day.
Qumenalu
probably thinking it's a really good recordwords words words words
Alsardin
It is advisable to always carry a copy of this record in case one sees some wanker with a "drum
machines have no soul"-sticker
Mightdragon
When I heard this for the first time, I almost shed a tear. Irresistible cheesyness!
Goltizuru
At first I thought this was an overrated and hyped record. Boy I was wrong. It keeps growing on me
and people who are not into music as I, react to it pleasantly suprised all the time. Now I play this as
THE example for Soulful House/Deep House. If you don't like this: forget the genre.
Fountain_tenderness
My copy of this is one of the worst pressed records I've ever come across. Runout says metropolis
mastering Chicago. Any one else got this copy? Like its barely audible. I thought I had fucked one of
my needles when I played it first.
Kegal
ClairStClair My copy of this is one of the worst pressed records I've ever come across. Runout says
metropolis mastering Chicago. Any one else got this copy? Like its barely audible. I thought I had
fucked one of my needles when I played it first. I think you must be referring to Round Two - New
Day, this one: https://www.discogs.com/Round-Two-New-Day/master/811574 My copy of that one
also had Metropolis Mastering Chicago engraved. Binned the copy, was unplayable. But the Round

One copies seem to be all fine?
Landaron
Flawless record. You need this in your collection - soulful, life affirming music.
Anyshoun
Great record, it just shows how versatile Moritz & Mark really are, masters of dub techno and
having a decent crack at NY style house. I think this may have been re-mastered @ Dubplates &
Mastering at some stage as mine definitely has D&M in the runout grooves despite mentioning the
legendary Herb Power Jr on the label.
Vertokini
I thought the vocals were original but no...:Check "The Isley Brothers - Caravan Of Love".It doesn t
take away the magic though... This EP still remain an eteŕnal house classic, and has such a timeless
feel, that The Isley brothers can be eternaly gratefull...
Cordanara
[quote=alexstringer ] I thought the vocals were original but no...:Check "The Isley Brothers Caravan Of Love".It doesn t take away the magic though... This EP still remain an eteŕnal house
classic, and has such a timeless feel, that The Isley brothers can be eternaly gratefull... [/quote]
'Caravan Of Love' was by Isley Jasper Isley, not 'The Isley Brothers'. The song that UK indie popsters
The Housemartins covered in acapella and hit UK Christmas number one!
Hbr
this is soul house
Wizard
6 STARS.
Fenrikree
Uplifting, soulful and understated. A beautiful record all-round.
Rainbearer
Tell me if I'm wrong but the Chicago's Twisted Mix by Ron T. and Chez D. must have been pretty
influential as far as the emerging Maurizio sound was concerned. Listen to the deep string slowly
fading up and feel the ever growing resonating minimal chord. It's almost all there. The Maurizio
guys got inspired and took the whole Prescription sound, but particularly this track, even further
into modern times (no vocals, colder sound) and dub.
Hilarious Kangaroo
Maurizio/BC were making this 'sound' before they made Round One and Ron and Chez would be
aware of that sound before they did this (great) remix ."Domina" was the first record where we
heard the (soon to be) ubiquitous sound.
Risky Strong Dromedary
You're wrong. Check the timeline ;) Basically, I'm sick'n'tired hearing all about how Yankees were
THE influence for _ANY_ sound going on. At that time EUROPE was the place, with guys from Round
One very well informed what was flying out of the record store shelves and being put on the vinyl,
eh? Just to add to the insult, any Prescription release I got sounds more like JazzFunk ensemble
warming up for a gig, than this.
Nikojas
The Club Version is a steadily uplifting deep beat soul groove, with a great, clean male vocal and
superbly weighted piano stabs. The Chicago Twisted mix is a monster slab of deep dark trance house
to blow you away on an all night dance groove.
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